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• Intro to the network – how does it work?

• Today’s topic – Creative Imagination and
Inspiring Others
• Guest speaker – Aisha Malik, Manager of RCLC

• Table networking – tools and discussion
• Summary and next steps
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What does success look like for you?

Creative imagination for your group’s success!
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• Vision - short phrase that describes the future
you are ultimately working towards





Inspirational
Clear
Memorable
Concise

“A Croydon where everyone loves later life”

“ A world that does not stigmatise children
and young people’s mental health and
accepts it as a normal part of human
development”.
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Mission: Short statement that explains why your
group exists – what you do to make your vision
happen

"To improve the lives of people experiencing mental
health problems through sport and physical activity"

Your services and activities – make the connection
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“Playing

sport and exercising regularly
was undoubtedly the main reason why I
recovered from depression, but also being
a part of a little group and making new
friends helped me feel like life really was
worth living. I will be forever thankful for
the help I was given by Sport in Mind and
although I no longer access their service
due to work commitments I continue to
exercise on a regular basis to keep myself
physically and mentally well”.

Your services and activities – assessing opportunities

Market
Personal
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Feasibility

Value

Is it doable?
Is there a demand?

Is it worth doing?
Is someone else already
doing this and how/ similar?
Will it have an effect on our
other activities?

Can we do it?
What will it take to do it?
What will we need?

Do we want to do it?
What turns us on about it?
Why do we want to do it?
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Inspiring others to get involved!
“Social action to me means trying
to bring people together within
their community to help others in
whatever capacity is required; not
necessarily financially – people
helping with a glad heart because
they want to make a difference to
the community in which they live
and work”.

Inspiring others to get involved!
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What inspired you?
What challenges do you think people have in
getting involved?
How can you help them overcome these?

WHAT IS IT LIKE TO
LEAD A SMALL
CHARITY?

How I came into the role

CONTENTS

RCLC Vision and motivation
Common misconceptions and reality
Satisfaction
Managing a small charity

Aisha Malik- Manager of Reading Community Learning Centre
Started- Dec 2010 and still loving it!
Background- Teacher, Adult Education, Family Learning,
Community Education, Assessor, Steps to Employment
The Reading Community Learning Centre is a charity that provides a
range of learning opportunities and social activities for marginalised
and isolated women from Reading's Black and Minority Ethnic (BAME)
communities who are unable to access more mainstream services
because of educational, social or cultural barriers
300 women per year, courses, creche, volunteering, IAG, befriending
groups.

www.rclc.org.uk

INTRODUCTION

RCLC VISION
Marginalised ethnic minority women in Reading achieving their
individual hopes and fulfilling their aspirations.
RCLC MISSION
Reading Community Learning Centre:
-offers marginalised ethnic minority women opportunities for social, educational,
integration, and volunteering activities;
-provides services that address barriers to learning;
-supports progression into further education, social and employment opportunities, and
-encourages these women to raise their issues and concerns and engage with agencies.
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BUYING INTO THE VISION
-What motivates your staff and volunteers
-Make sure that staff and volunteers feel they are a part of the vision.
Are they delivering it; how are they contributing; do they feel like they
matter; are their opinions heard?

-Reward staff and volunteers- money, praise, recognition, feeling
appreciated, job satisfaction, letting them lead on their own projects,
development opportunities. Happy, motivated team = vision being met
Demotivated staff or volunteers- poor attendance, increased sickness,
absenteeism, poor quality of work, poor attitude, lack of commitment
and frustration
TALK TO YOUR TEAM!
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Some things People Say when they hear my job title
Philanthropy- “You are doing a wonderful job! You don’t get
paid do you?”
Easy role- Perception that it is easy, unqualified, cheap, turn up
when you like to work, unprofessional
Volunteer- “You can do it all for free with volunteers”
Job Satisfaction- “Wow that is amazing, you are so lucky to
have a job that gives something back”

COMMON MISCONCEPTIONS

Paid and qualified staff- many small charities are reliant on
volunteers but we also need paid staff to run the organisation

Easy role- It is hard work! High pressured and emotional
connections to the people you are helping without the big pay
cheque but with lots of job satisfaction. You do it out of love
Job Satisfaction- The best and most amazing thing about the job
Fundraising- Constantly raising funds to survive- there is no mythical
pot of gold being given out to small charities. It takes a lot of time
and planning to raise money.

Awareness- it takes time to build awareness of your work with the
client group you are trying to help as well building up a good
reputation with other charities and statutory sectors you work with.
Partnership, networking and referral work is very important

REALITY

JOB SATISFACTION

JOB SATISFACTION

•Looking and planning for the future, budgeting,
diversifying income streams
•Sustainability for the core work as well a new projects
which you want to develop as the need arises

MANAGING A
SMALL CHARITY

•A strong, visionary board of trustees who can support
you and have time to give to the charity
•Professionally managing your team, understanding
personal motivations- Be aware of how you work, you
are a reflection of the team and the charity
•Appreciation and reward
•Involve the staff and volunteers, inform and value them
take their ideas on board and give them ownership
•Good governance- Safe and Sound
•Client involvement in shaping the charity

Aisha Malik
Centre Manager

MANAGING A
SMALL CHARITY

Reading Community Learning Centre
94 London Street

Reading
RG1 4SJ
0118 959 9009
aishamalik@rclc.org.uk
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Next steps!
Next network in October – Please complete
feedback forms
Advice service, training and events

NB: Volunteer Management Training – 17 Sep
email: advice@rva.org.uk

